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Ironic twist comes days after grocer lobby helps kill data security bill
Pewaukee, Wis. - While lobbyists for Wisconsin grocers helped kill a popular consumer protection bill in the
State Assembly this month, thieves stole private data from as many as 4.2 million grocery shoppers’ cards,
illustrating the risk for fraud the Wisconsin bill sought to prevent.
“If you oppose simple, common-sense consumer protection legislation, be assured that the consumer will be left
holding the bag – and paying the cost – again,” said Brett Thompson, President & CEO of The Wisconsin Credit
Union League.
More than 80 percent of plastic card losses due to fraud result from theft of credit and debit card data that merchants
failed to adequately protect.
The League supported AB 745, introduced by Rep. Brett Davis (R-Oregon) and its Senate companion bill SB 439,
introduced by Sen. Bob Wirch (D-Pleasant Prairie), which aimed in part at preventing the storage of personal card
data by merchants following a transaction.
The latest breach – into computers of the Maine-based Hannaford Bros. Co. supermarket chain – resulted in the theft
of up to 4.2 million customer credit and debit card numbers and expiration dates used at nearly 300 stores in several
states. While the company claims that the breach occurred while the data was in transmission and not in storage
subsequent to a transaction (and therefore in line with existing card industry rules), the theft illustrates how easily
consumers’ private data can be hijacked.
The League-supported legislation would have held a merchant liable for costs related to re-issuing consumers’ cards
and monitoring accounts for fraud – among other things – but only if the breach had occurred at some point outside
the processing of a transaction.
“Even when the rules are followed data is vulnerable to attack. So why would we not pass legislation that makes
card security tighter by preventing risky merchant practices that fall outside the rules?” Thompson asks.
He says that when merchants don’t follow industry rules and there’s a breach, innocent card holders and their
financial institutions are left to clean up the costly, time-consuming mess. Credit unions – member-owned
cooperatives – have a more difficult time offering attractive rates on savings and loans when they must bear the costs
of a breach instead of merchants responsible for the loss. These costs to credit unions reached $77 million in 2007.
“Legislation is still needed in light of how common these massive information breaches have become. We plan to
work with Rep. Davis and Sen. Wirch to bring a strong bill back next session,” Thompson said.
The legislation’s chances for passage this legislative session ended in March when a procedural motion by state
Assembly leadership tabled the measure, preventing the full Assembly from taking what would likely have been an
overwhelming vote to pass it. Though the bills collectively had 44 co-sponsors and strong bi-partisan support,
lobbyists – including those representing merchants like grocers – opposed it.
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Credit unions are cooperative financial institutions that are owned by their members and do not have stockholders. Because they are
not-for-profit, they return earnings to members in the form of more competitive rates of return on accounts, lower interest on loans, lower
fees and improved services. Around 2.1 million Wisconsin residents belong to credit unions, of which nearly half are open to the local
community. People can find a credit union to join by looking in the phone book or by visiting www.creditunion.coop.

